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} National Ski Areas Association
◦ Conducts 10 year injury studies since 1980
◦ Overall decline in rate of injury
� Modern equipment
� Improved slope design

} Injury Rates
◦ Skiing: 2.5 incidents per 1000 visits
◦ Snowboarding: 6.1 incidents per 1000 visits
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} Skiing
◦ 88% of injuries occur on the hill
◦ 5% occur in terrain parks
◦ 4% were chair lift incident

} Snowboarding
◦ 77% of injuries occur on the hill
◦ 17% occurred in terrain parks
◦ 3% related to chairlift incident
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} Skiers
◦ 48% strains or sprains
◦ 15% fractures
◦ 6% concussion

} Snowboarders
◦ 32% strains or sprains
◦ 29% fractures
◦ 12% concussion
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} Skiing
◦ Knee 33%
◦ Shoulder 12%
◦ Head injury 8%
◦ Wrist 4%

* Skiers suffer far 
more thigh, lower leg, 
and ankle injuries 
than boarders.

} Snowboarding
◦ Wrist 27%
◦ Shoulder 17%
◦ Head injury 13%
◦ Knee 7%

*Snowboarders suffer 
more arm and elbow 
injuries than skiers.
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} Common issues predisposing you to risk of 
injury
◦ Time skiing/snowboarding without rest
◦ Skiing/snowboarding above ability level
◦ Improper/faulty equipment
◦ Inadequate adjustment to altitude
◦ Dehydration/fatigue
◦ Skiing/snowboarding off trail or in closed areas
◦ Failure to observe posted warning signs by the 

mountain responsibility conduct code
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} Common Sense Precautions
◦ Stay hydrated
◦ Rest every couple of hours
◦ Wear protective equipment

• Most injuries occur after lunch and when fatigued
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} Negative impact on:
◦ Balance and ski/board control
◦ Strength output/endurance 
◦ Reaction time
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} Key to reducing risk of injury
◦ Adequate joint range of motion (ROM)
◦ Ability to CONTROL body movement
◦ Baseline fitness for sporting tasks

} Can you get up off the floor without using 
your hands?
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ROM

Balance Strength Skill

Control
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} Does your ankle move like it should?
◦ Place foot 5 inches from wall
◦ Can you keep heel on ground and touch knee to the 

wall?
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} Inability to fully straighten knee
◦ Increased demand on thigh muscle potential for 

muscle strain
◦ Lack of knee ROM increased risk for arthritis
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} How far can you bend your knee?
◦ Minimum of 105
◦ Normal 130-140

} Lack of knee motion can cause increased 
stress on your knees 
◦ But also your back
◦ And your hip
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Not extremely important for skiing…
…But it’s helpful to have if (when) you fall
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} The hip and ankle help control twisting 
motions:
◦ Boots remove some availability from ankle
◦ Hip becomes more crucial for many winter sports

} Training must include hip MOBILITY with 
spine STABILITY
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} “We can suggest the training guideline: non-
experts should maintain appropriate ROM 
with lower intensity exercise to improve 
muscle strength and endurance”
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} When your body has enough available ROM 
for your sport, it’s important to make sure 
you can control those motions
◦ Static balance: being able to hold positions while 

keeping body balanced and still
◦ Dynamic balance: keeping balance while in motion 

or changing positions
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} Normal: defined by 
age

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

} Eyes Open/ Eyes 
Closed

40.3/ 7.3 sec

37/ 4.8 sec

26.9/ 2.8 sec

15/ 2.2 sec

6.2/ 1.3 sec
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} Poor balance increases injury risk
} Important to train multiple planes of 

movement
◦ Improves leg strength and stability
◦ Helps reduce risk of injury
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} ROM and Balance are Prerequisites

}Strength Training is the 
bread and butter of injury 
prevention
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} Findings from study:
◦ Eccentric muscle contraction of thigh significantly 

decreased after 4 hours of skiing
� Fatigue continues 24 hours after activity
◦ Eccentric training very important for recreational 

skiers to help minimize injury risk and fatigue
◦ Endurance training must compliment 

fitness/strength training
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} Eccentric Contraction!?
◦ ELONGATION of muscles under load/weight
◦ Stimulates quicker muscle growth
◦ Mimics specific requirements for sport

◦ Increased likelihood of Delayed Onset Muscle 
Soreness (DOMS)
� Eases if exercises stays consistent
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} Must take care of the basics before getting 
fancy with sport specific exercises
◦ Adequate ROM?
◦ Able to control through full ROM?
◦ Balance appropriate?
◦ Baseline fitness/strength?

} What demands does your winter sport require 
of you?
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} Plyometrics
◦ Jumping/landing technique
◦ Jump rope
◦ Squat jumps
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} Pre-season
◦ Cardio
◦ ROM/mobility/stretching
◦ Weight training (including eccentrics)
◦ Core strengthening
◦ Balance
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} In-season
◦ Warm up before hitting the slopes
� Specific warm up: targeting tight/restricted areas
� Speed/power warm up
� Extended warm up required on colder/windy days
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} Flexibility
◦ Minimum of 1x per week
◦ At least 20 minutes, preceded by active warm-up
◦ Great for “rest days” from training/sport

} Strength
◦ 2-3 times per week, at least 30 minutes
◦ Eccentrics and plyometrics
◦ Single leg work to improve balance

} Variability
◦ Train the BRAIN
◦ Improve reaction time and body awareness
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} Flexibility
◦ ACTIVE flexibility exercises better than STATIC
◦ STRENGTH helps with flexibility

} Strength
◦ Find out your baseline
◦ Set/reps are confusing – and they rarely matter
◦ AS LONG AS – You push yourself until you get tired

} Most important
◦ Exercise should be ENJOYABLE
◦ Consistency above all else
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} Always consult your physician before 
beginning any exercise program. This general 
information is not intended to diagnose any 
medical condition or to replace your 
healthcare professional. Consult with your 
healthcare professional to design an 
appropriate exercise prescription. If you 
experience any pain or difficulty with these 
exercises, stop and consult your healthcare 
provider.
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